Living Without Walls

Designed for efficiency, Built to last

FIELD KITCHEN
K120 SERIES

120 quart storage volume,
Formed aluminum and
birch plywood
Together with the Field Pantry and
available accessories, like an portable
refrigerator it can be transformed into
a complete kitchen system.

We at Kanz Outdoors create expedition grade products that
simplify the process of living outdoors. Our products allow
professional and leisure users to focus on the activities in the
outdoors and worry less about the operation, organization and
transport of the equipment.
Through the specific integration of organic materials
in our designs our products deliver a sense of harmony as
they too integrate into their surroundings.

FIELD PANTRY

P120 SERIES

120 quart storage volume,
Formed aluminum and ABS
laminated birch plywood
The Field Pantry is a storage container for food and
supplies. Together with the Field Kitchen it is an
essential part of a complete outdoor kitchen system.
Certified bear resistant by
USDA and IGBC

Key Features
PORTABLE AND EASY TO HANDLE
EXCEPTIONAL LAYOUT
EXTREME WEATHER USE
ROCK STEADY
ULTRA-FAST SET-UP
ERGONOMIC WORK SURFACES
PREMIUM INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
LIFE TIME WARRANTY

Make the most of it
We understand that reliability is critical, especially when the nearest
outpost is hundreds of miles away. Rigorous stages of testing are
performed during development and production to ensure all of our
products perform at the highest level so you can travel further and
longer. They are also designed to work together or stand alone, thus
delivering more than the sum of its parts – offering complete camp
kitchen solutions making it easier to live without walls.

Models
Outside Dimensions (H x W x D ):
Group Size (+ Guest ) :
Weight (Empty ):
Table Top Height (On Long Leg Set ):
Counter Top Height (Long Leg; Short Leg Set ):
Transport:
Material:
Finish:

P120-Series

K120-Series

19.4 in x 25.4 in x 15.00 in

19.4 in x 25.4 in x 15.00 in

6+2

6+2

25 lbs. (12 kg)

25 lbs. (12 kg)

26 in (660 mm)

26 in (660 mm)

43 in (109 mm); 37 in (940 mm)

43 in (109 mm); 37 in (940 mm)

Two foldable sprung handles
with rubber grip

Two foldable sprung handles
with rubber grip

Baltic birch plywood riveted to marine
grade aluminum panels

Baltic birch plywood riveted to marine grade
aluminum panels

Polyurethane clear coat on wood panels inside
(outside color ABS laminate optional)

Polyurethane clear coat on wood panels inside
and outside (outside color ABS laminate optional)

Accessories

Water Proof
with dry-bag

Pack Animal Ready
with hanging strap

Protected
with padded cover

Wall Mountable
with wall mount kit

Extra Surface
with side shelves

